Contour error rather than tracking error is the main concern in multi-axis machining with industrial High Speed Machines. Obtaining high contour performance using fixed gain controllers is not an easy task, especially in the case of complex forms having different curvature segments and different local feedrates along their profile. To tackle the problem, this paper presents an offline gain adjustment method based on a receding horizon window strategy to improve the accuracy of the machined contour. The prediction is performed using a nonlinear model of the machine tool axes. The conducted simulations show the efficiency of such an approach.
Introduction
Machining centers take an important place in the industrial manufacturing. An increasing demand for its accuracy and productivity requires the improvements both in mechatronic structure and in control strategies. While much success has been recorded for the former requirement, the later still has open doors for researchers.
Contour error (CE) is usually a crucial ruler for the accuracy of machined part in High Speed Machining (HSM). It refers to the shortest distance between the actual position and the desired contour of the tool path. Decreasing CE magnitude is therefore a privileged mission of contouring control.
To do such a control, Altintas et al. [1] proposed a sliding mode controller to reduce tracking error of each axis in yielding the CE reduction with the presence of changing friction, external disturbances and uncertainties in the drive inertia. However, the CE may be unfortunately increased due to the tracking error reduction that has been argued by Koren et al. [2] . Focusing on high contour performance, the authors in [2, 3] suggested that the contouring controller should take into account the coupling effect of the machine axes. Concerning this strategy, one trend is to build advanced controllers using feedbacks from coupled axes during the machining operation. Another is to use the coupling effect in simulation environment for pre-compensating the CE in machining process.
In the first coupling strategy, Zhang et al. [4] proposed a parametric predictive and variable universe fuzzy control method to guarantee the minimum CE. Meanwhile, Ghaffari et al. [5] used a modified position feedback to estimate the CE components that are then fed to the integral sliding mode control for position control of each axis. Besides, Model Predictive Control (MPC) has been successfully implemented in this control approach. Tang et al. [6] has integrated the CE and tracking error into the cost function of MPC and adjusted the feedrate adaptively to achieve the CE reduction. In addition, Lam et al. [7] has also developed a model predictive contouring control, where the weights in the cost function can be used to explicitly address the competing control objectives of minimizing CE as well as maximizing path speed.
In the second coupling strategy, Tounsi et al. [8] proposed an algorithm combining the constraints of cutting force magnitude, feedrate boundaries, changes in cutting geometry, contour error and feed drive dynamic to obtain the modified trajectory with optimized feedrate profile and precompensation of CE. Furthermore, modifying position setpoints by prediction models was also one of the potential solutions. Huo et al. [9] used two pre-trained nonlinear autoregressive networks with exogenous inputs, one for each axis, to predict the output position and the corresponding CE at the next sampling time. Yang et al. [10] implemented a MPC framework to obtain the same purpose, in which the reference position command is adjusted in considering the velocity and acceleration constraints of the machine axes.
The fact is that the commercial machining centers are usually offered in a built-in structure for users. Thus, it is difficult to implement the first coupling control strategy. More suitable solution is the second one, where many works were dedicated to modify the position setpoints in precompensating the CE. To the best of the authors' knowledge, there are rarely efforts in generating offline a set of variable gains in order to reduce the CE during the machining process. It is more interesting to note that these variable gains could be easily embedded in industrial HSM. Hence, a receding horizon based Offline Gain Adjustment (OGA) method is implemented in this paper to create such a set of variable gains.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the problem formulation, followed in Section 3 by the detailed explanation of the proposed OGA method. Then, the simulation results are discussed in Section 4. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section 5.
Problem formulation
In Fig. 1 Assume that within the dynamic capacity of the drive, C is the area that the cutting tool can reach. One can note that depending on the amplitude and direction of a,k t , the CE may be increased or decreased in the next instant. In other words, the actual tool path may be closer or farther to the desired one at each instant, depending on the value of the displacement vector at the previous instant. Meanwhile, one of the factors affecting the vector a,k t is the ratio of control gains on both axes. It means that if the control gains can be adjusted at each instant to obtain their optimal ratio that produces the optimal Actually, the fixed gain controller cannot adjust its control gains to generate the optimal displacement vectors all over the trajectory to be machined. Thus, the contour performance in this kind of controller is not usually high. To overcome this weakness, the proposed idea is to build a contouring controller containing a set of variable control gains that can yield the optimal vectors of cutting displacement in the purpose of CE reduction. Moreover, to easily implement into the industrial HSM, the variable control gains should be generated by an offline algorithm before the machining process happens.
To realize this perspective, one of the feasible solutions is to use the idea of receding horizon in MPC, as shown in Fig While the control gains could be adjusted by the receding horizon based optimization mechanism, its amplitude and variation frequency should be taken into account. The reason for this is that the corresponding axis behaviors should respect the kinematic constraints, including the velocity, acceleration and especially jerk. Moreover, the stability of the drive system is also a critical constraint.
Based on the above arguments, the detailed development of the receding horizon based OGA method is given in the following section.
Receding horizon based OGA method
Before developing the receding horizon based OGA method, the following important preparations should be executed firstly. 
Kinematic constraints and setpoints generation
To avoid the vibration in the machine tool, the kinematic constraints of the axes should be respected. In this paper, the case study is a biaxial contouring control of the 5-axis Mikron UCP 710 machining center, where the velocity, acceleration and jerk limits of the concerned axes are given in Table 1 .
Considering the above constraints, the position setpoints are generated from the reference tool path by a feed-planning algorithm that allows producing a smooth movement. To well handle this scheme, the Velocity Profile Optimization (VPOp) algorithm proposed in [11] is used. This approach can be applied to any articulated mechanical structure.
CE calculation model
In contour following, authors usually add the CE into the cost function to formulate the optimization problem. Thus, the more accurate CE calculation, the more efficient contouring controller. In the offline execution, the CE can be calculated by the line interpolation based CE model [12] . In Fig. 2 
.
Nonlinear axis model
Traditionally, the machine tool axis is controlled by a cascade control structure. Fig. 3 illustrates this structure for the Z axis for example, with the specificity that the proportional gain pZ K (m/min/mm) is now a set of variable values generated by OGA. The external position loop is controlled by a proportional controller combined with a feed forward (FFW) action, while it is internally controlled respectively by speed and current PI controllers in velocity and current loops [13] . Note that for simplicity purposes, the current loop and the motor are hidden. From this framework, [14] are used to simulate the behavior of the real machine tool axis.
Gain range defined by stability criterion
From Fig. 3 , the stability criterion of the position loop consists in analyzing the Phase Margin (PM) and Gain Margin (GM) of the position open loop, which should usually be greater than 70° and 10 dB, respectively. The bode diagram for the position open loop, which is linearized from the nonlinear axis model in Section 3.3, is used to evaluate the PM and GM of different p K values. Fig. 4 illustrates that of Z axis for example. This gain tuning allows obtaining the stabilized gain ranges of p K for both axes as [1:3] (m/min/mm). Meanwhile, the f K being outside the loop does not deteriorate the system stability and is usually tuned in the range of [0:1].
Gain range defined by kinematic constraints
Another gain tuning is performed in considering the kinematic constraints in (2) The tuning based on the stabilized gain ranges in section 3.4 is now to find the combination of the control gains p K and f K so that (2) is satisfied all over the machining operation. Moreover, to remain with a reasonable computation load, both p K and f K are tuned with the gain steps of 0.1. In fact, one value of p K combined with one value of f K forms one control configuration for the position loop in Fig. 3 . By verifying the axis behaviors simulated with the position closed loop, Fig. 5 shows that there are 189 (blue circles) and 214 (red squares) gain configurations for X and Z axes, respectively.
Principle of the receding horizon based OGA method
Generally, the proposed OGA method is inspired from the idea of MPC, but it only takes two excellent features of this technique including the receding horizon and the constraints in control inputs. According to the analysis in Section 2 and the control structure in Fig. 3, let 
The cost function is defined in a quadratic form as: 
Therefore,
In addition, the cost function in (5) is also subject to the axis kinematic constraints defined by (2) 
Supposing the transfer function of velocity loop in Fig. 3 is equal to 1, its velocity setpoint is calculated by:
in which, (8) and (9), the limits of gain increment are found as:
where the limits of 
Consequently, if
satisfies (10), the kinematic constraints in (2) are respected also. Hence, the problem is to minimize J k in (5), being subject to the constraint of gain increment in (7) and (10). Because there is a large number of
that can be tuned to satisfy (7) and (10), this leads to a burden of computation time in the optimization problem. It makes sense that a tradeoff between the optimal
value and the computation time should be considered.
To summarize, the OGA performs the following steps at the th k instant:
• Step 1: Initialize p N and l .
• Step 2: Calculate the gain increment limits in (7) and (10).
• 
Results
Firstly, the position setpoints generated by VPOp algorithm [11] are shown in Fig. 6 , with a programmed feedrate of 3 (m/min), interpolation tolerance of 20 m µ and the sampling time T e = 1 . ms To prove the efficiency of the proposed OGA algorithm, the following two cases of study are conducted: (7) and (10). Table 3 . Contouring performance.
In Fig. 7 .a and Fig. 7 .b, the prediction horizon p N is tuned while the weigh factor is kept fixed as 0 l = . It can be seen that 50 p N = can provide the small MSE(CE) and the relatively smooth variable gains. Using this prediction horizon, the tuning of weigh factor is shown in Fig. 7 .c and Fig. 7 .d, where it illustrates the effects of weigh factor on the contour performance and the variable gain behavior. With 0.01, l = the small peaks in gain increment with 0 l = is rejected, while the MSE(CE) is the same for both cases. Therefore, 50 p N = and 0.01 l = is chosen for C2. Using these configurations, the simulated contour in machining with C2 is closer to the reference trajectory than that with C1, as shown in Fig. 8 .a. The selected variable gains pZ K generated by OGA are illustrated in Fig. 8 .b. As can be observed there is a correlation between the change of pZ K and the change of curvature. From Fig. 8.c and Fig. 8 .d, the feedrate and the jerk of Z axis in both cases respect the constraints in Table 1 .
Meanwhile, Fig. 8 .e represents the CE behavior in both cases. In the case of C1, the CE at curved segments is bigger than that at straight lines. When the segment changes from convex to concave curves, the CE changes its sign. In contrast, the CE at curved segments of C2 has been remarkably reduced. In Fig. 8 .f, the CE in C2 has a centered normal distribution, ranging from -0.5 to 0.5 m µ , while C1 induces the CE mainly between 0.5 and 2 m µ on both sides of the desired contour.
Furthermore, the behavior and effect of the variable gains pZ K produced by OGA has been also examined in the time domain in Fig. 9 . It can be said that the variable proportional gains of Z axis do not deteriorate the velocity setpoints derived from the control actions of position loop and the current setpoints derived from the speed PI controller. In the quantitative point of view, the MSE(CE) in C2 has been reduced by about three fourth of that in C1, as seen in Table 3 .
Conclusion
In the purpose of generating offline the variable gains along the trajectory for pre-compensating the CE in the machining operation, the receding horizon based OGA method has been developed. This approach offers the prediction functionality for the contouring controller. From the above results, it can be concluded that the proposed OGA method leads to a significant improvement in contouring performance, as comparing to the traditional fixed gain controller, while all of the kinematic constraints and stability criterion are also maintained satisfied. Only the proportional gain of Z axis is adjusted by OGA in the current case study, the application of OGA for other axes of machine tool will be a part of future work.
